Abstract-We focus on the scenario of robust information clustering (RIC) based on the minimax optimization of mutual information (MI). The minimization of MI leads to the standard mass constrained deterministic annealing clustering which is an empirical risk minimization algorithm. The maximization of MI works out an upper bound of the empirical risk via the identification of outliers (noisy data points). Furthermore, we estimate the real risk VC-bound and determine an optimal cluster number of the RIC based on the structural risk minimization (SRM) principle. One of the main advantages of the minimax optimization of MI is that it is a nonparametric approach, which identifies the outliers through the robust density estimate and forms a simple data clustering algorithm based on the square error of the Euclidean distance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are basically two unsupervised learning approaches in the data clustering and classification problems, i.e. the parametric and nonparametric algorithms [2] . In the parametric clustering approach, pre-defined probability density functions are used to calculate the clustering objective function to achieve optimal performance. This has limited applications in cases of unknown distributions of the input pattern [14] , [8] . In a related robust density estimation of the filtering problem, the minimax optimization was studied by [4] . Alternatively, the nonparametric clustering algorithm normally divides the input patterns into groups and minimizes the dissimilarity or maximizes the similarity objective function [4] , [9] . For specific data structures, the nonparametric density-based clustering algorithms were applied to identify high-density clusters separated from the low density pattern by either exploring regions of the high density pattern or regions with fewer patterns such as in valley seeking clustering [4] .
Recently, issues of robust clustering have received extensive attention. This commonly refers to two aspects: outlier and cluster numbers that are closely linked to each other [3] . Not knowing the number of clusters in a data set complicates the task of separating the good data points from the noise points, and conversely, the presence of noise makes it harder to determine the number of clusters. A nonparametric density estimation was used in a similarity based fuzzy clustering algorithm [9] , which utilized an M-estimator to search for a robust solution. An interesting information-theoretic perspective approach sought a parametric study for an optimal cluster number based on the information bottleneck method and mutual information correction [12] , [13] .
We propose a robust information clustering (RIC) algorithm and claim that any data point could become outlier in the RIC learning procedure. This is dependent on the given data structure and chosen cluster centers. Our primary target is to partition the given data set into effective clusters and determine an optimal cluster number based on the basic DA clustering via the identification of outliers (the later is only a by-product of RIC, see also the simulation results). The RIC is basically a two-step minimax mutual information (MI) approach. The minimization of the MI, or precisely, the rate distortion function leads to the mass constrained deterministic annealing (DA) clustering, which is designed essentially to divide a given data set into effective clusters of the Euclidean distance [7] . As the cluster number is increased from one to a pre-defined maximum number and the temperature is lowered in the annealing procedure, the DA tends to explore more and more details into the input data structure and may result in the over-fitting problem with poor generalization ability.
The maximization of MI, or precisely the capacity maximization, leads to the minimax optimization of the RIC algorithm based on a common constraint, i.e. the dissimilarity or distortion measure. The minimax MI estimates an upper bound of the empirical risk and identifies the noisy input data points (outliers) by choosing different cluster numbers. Furthermore, we reinvestigate the character of the titled distribution, which can be interpreted as the cluster membership function that forms a set of indicator functions and is linear in parameters at zero temperature. This allows that the RIC calculates explicitly the VC(Vapnik-Cervonenkis)-dimensionI and determines an optimal cluster number based on the structural risk minimization (SRM) principle with compromise between the minimum empirical risk (signal to noise ratio) and VC-dimension [14] .
Contrary to the parametric algorithms, the RIC is a simple yet effective nonparametric method to solve the intertwined robust clustering problems, i.e. to estimate an optimal, or at least a suboptimal cluster number via the identification of outliers (unreliable data points). The argument is that the ultimate target of the RIC is not to look for or approximate the true probability distribution of the input data set (similarly, we are also not looking for "true" clusters or cluster centers), which is proved to be an ill-posed problem [ 14] , but to determine an optimal number of effective clusters via the elimination of the unreliable data points (outliers) based on the IVC-dimension is also named as one of the capacity components in statistical learning theory [14] . This is different from the concept of capacity maximization in classical information theory, see Section 4 for more details.
0-7803-9048-2/05/$20.00 02005 IEEE inverse theorem and MI maximization. It also turns out that the outlier is in fact a data point which fails to achieve the capacity. Therefore, any data point could become outlier as the cluster number is increased in the annealing procedure.Furthermore, by replacing the Euclidean distance with other dissimilarity measures, it is possible to extend the new algorithm into the kernel and nonlinear clustering algorithms for linearly nonseparable patterns [4] , [8] , [10] .
II. RATE DISTORTION FUNCTION AND DA CLUSTERING Suppose that there are two random n-dimensional data sets xi E X i = 1,...,1 and Wk E W k = 1,...,K, which represent the input data points (information source in term of communication theory) and the cluster centers (prototypes), respectively. For clustering problem, a hard dissimilarity measure can be presented in a norm space, for example, a square error in the Euclidean distance min d(wk,xi) = min Iwk -X112.
where the normalized factor is
with the induced unconditional pmf
i=l i=l (7) k=1,...,K.
The minimization of MI leads to the optimal clustering center [7] 
The rate distortion function of DA is usually investigated in term of a parameter s =-1/T with T E (0, ox), which is introduced as a Lagrange multiplier and equals to the slope of the rate distortion function curve as shown in Figure 1 in the information theory [1] . In the mean time, T is also referred as the temperature parameter to control the data clustering procedure as its value is lowered from infinity to zero [7] . The conditional probability mass function (pmf) P(Wklxi) E p(WIX) achieves a minimum point of the lower curve R(D(p*(X))) in Figure 1 at a specific temperature T [1] . p*(Xi) e p*(X) is a fixed unconditional a priori pmf (normally as an equal distribution in DA clustering) [7] .
Then the rate distortion function can be considered as a constraint optimization problem R(D(p*(X))) = min I(p*(X),p(WIX))-s(D'(p*(X)))). P(WjX) (2) with the constraint
where I(p* (X), p(WIX)) is the mutual information Fig. 1 . Plots of the rate distortion function and capacity curves for any cluster number K < Kmax, which are parameterized by the temperature T.
III. MINIMAX OPTIMIZATION AND THE STRUCTURAL RISK MINIMIZATION
A. Capacity Maximization and Input Data Reliability In the constrained minimization of MI of the last section, we obtain an optimal feed forward transition probability, i.e. a priori pmf P(wklxi) E j5(WIX). A backward transition probability, i.e.a posteriori pmf p(XilWk) E p(XIW) can be obtained through the Bayes formula
The backward transition probability is useful to assess the realisability of the input data set in the conventional information theory. Directly using the pmf (10) yields an optimization problem by simply evaluating a single pmf p(xilwk), which is not a good idea in pattern classification to reject the outlier [6] . However, we can use the capacity function of the information theory, which is defined by maximizing the following alternative presentation of the MI against the input probability distribution [1] (5) (6) where C is a constant represented the channel capacity.
(I1) 1297 (1) Now we are in the position to introduce the channel reliability of communication theory [1] . To deal with the input data uncertainty, the mutual information can be presented in a simple channel entropy form: (12) where the first term represents the uncertainty of channel input variable X as (13) H(p(X)) = -Z p(xi) n(p(xi)), i=l and the second term is the conditional entropy
Lemma 1 (inverse theorem)2. The clustering data reliability is presented in a single symbol error Pe of the input data set with the empirical error probability
such that if the the input uncertainty H(p(X)) is greater than C, the error Pe is bounded away from zero as
Proof: [11] . Lemma I gives an important indication that any income information (input data) beyond the capacity C will generate unreliable data transmission, which is also called the inverse theorem in a sense that it uses the DA generated optimal titled distribution to produce the backward transition probability (10) and assess the upper bound of the empirical risk.
B. Capacity Maximization and the Optimal Solution Equation (3) is well known to be a soft dissimilarity measure minimized by the DA clustering as the temperature T is lowered towards zero [7] . However, there is no way for the DA to search for an optimal temperature value, and in turn, to determine optimal maximum cluster number because the rate distortion function provides only limited information and aims at the empirical risk minimization as shown in section 3. We propose a capacity or MI maximization scheme which is implicitly dependent on the distortion measure similar to the rate distortion function of section 3.
We define the constrained maximization of MI as
2There is a tighter bound Pe compared to the one of lemma I as in the work of [5] . However, this may not be any help since the minimization of an empirical risk is not necessary to minimnize the structural risk as shown in section 4
with a similar constraint as in (3) 
where V is a constant. In particular, if we choose A = 0 then the Kuhn-Tuker condition becomes
(21) where C is the capacity value defined in (I 1).
Proof: [11] . As a by-product, the robust-density estimation leads to an improved criterion at the calculation of critical temperature to split the input data set into more clusters of the RIC compared to the DA as the temperature is lowered. The critical temperature of the RIC can be determined by the maximum eigenvalue of the covariance [7] Vxw= P(Xijwk)(Xi -Wk) (Xi -wk)T, (22) i=l1 where p(XilWk) is optimized by (10) , which has bigger value representing the reliable data since the channel communication error Pe is relatively small (see lemma 1).
C. Structural Risk Minimization and Optimal Cluster Number
According to the structural risk minimization (SRM) principle [ 14] , a set of admissible structures with the nested subsets can be defined specifically for the RIC clustering problem as S1 C S2 C ... C SK ..., ters. According to [14] , the VC-dimension of the complexity control parameter is equal to the number of parameters, i.e. hK = (n + 1) * K for each nested subset SK. By design of the DA clustering, the nested structure in (24) provides ordering of the VC-dimension h1 < h2 < ... < hK...,., such that the increasing of cluster number is proportional to the increasing of the estimated VC-dimension from a neural network point of view [14] .
Proof: where m is the number of outliers identified in the capacity maximization in the last section. C < 1 is a constant.
The sinal to noise ratio 7j in (26), appeared as the first term of the right hand side of the VC-bound (25), represents the empirical risk and the second term is the confidence interval of the SRM based estimate.
Discussion:
The stop criterion and an optimal cluster number: at the initial DA clustering stage with a small cluster number K and relatively large ratio between the input data points and the VC-dimension, say h-> 20 [14] , the error bound (25) is mainly determined by the first term of the right hand side of the inequality, i.e. the empirical risk (signal to noise) ratio r1 in (26). As the temperature is lowered and the cluster number is increased, a relatively small ratio h may required both terms in the right hand side of (25) to be small simultaneously. Therefore, we can assess first the ratio l/(hK), which is near the upper bound of the critical number 20, for a maximum cluster number K = Kmax, beyond which the second term of the VC-bound (25) may become dominant even for a small empirical risk ratio rj, especially, for high dimensional 3Use the definition of the titled distribution (6) it is easy to see that the set of indictor function has a constant bound, i.e. QK (xi, W)) = 1. See also the footnote 3. data set. Therefore, we can follow the minimax MI optimization as in section 3 and 4 to increase the cluster number from one until Kmax for a minimum value of the VC-bound, i.e. take a tradeoff between the minimizations of the empirical risk and VC-dimension. * The selection of A: the degree of robustness of the RIC algorithm is controlled by the parameter A. The Kuhn-Tuker condition in corollary 2 tells that bigger value of A yields more outliers (noisy patterns). If one chooses A = 0, the RIC allows the maximum empirical risk with possible over capacity distortion beyond the saddle point with the least number of estimated outliers (see Figure 1) . IV. SIMULATION RESULT This is an instructive example to show application of the RIC algorithm with A = 0 for a data set without clear cluster boundaries in a two-dimensional space4. The data set has 300 data points so the ratio 1/h4 = 300/(3 * 7) is well below the critical number 20. We should search for an optimal cluster number upon to seven clusters. In particular, to show the difference between the empirical risk i and the VC-bound Ps, we indicate both values for each case. Figure 2 and 3 illustrate that the optimal cluster number is four based on the SRM principle. It is interesting to note that the five-cluster case also achieves the minimum number of outliers in a sense of the empirical risk minimization, but its VC-bound p, is bigger than the one of four-cluster because of the increasing of VCdimension. Note that the bigger "*" represents the estimated cluster center of the RIC after eliminating the effect of the estimated outliers (see the algorithm), and the black dot points are the identified outliers by the RIC in all pictures.
V. CONCLUSION
A robust information clustering algorithm is developed based on the minimax optimization of MI. In addition to the algorithm, the theoretical contributions of this letter are twofold: a) the capacity maximization is implicitly linked to the distortion measure against the input pattern pmf and provides an upper bound of the empirical risk to phase out outliers; b) the optimal cluster number is estimated based on the SRM principle of statistical learning theory. The RIC can also be extended to the c-shells or kernel based algorithms to deal with the linearly non-separable data. This is an interesting topic for further research. _
